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While the word geography is derived from Greek and literally means to write about the earth, the subject of geography is much more than describing foreign places or remembering the names of capitals and countries. Geography is an all-enthusio discipline that seeks to understand the world – its human and physical
characteristics – by understanding place and location. Geographers are studying where things are and how they got there. My favorite definitions for geography are the bridge between human and physical science and the mother of all sciences. Geography looks at the spatial connection between people, places and land.
Many people have an idea of what a geologist is doing, but he doesn't know what a geographer is doing. While geography is often divided into human geography and physical geography, the difference between physical geography and geology is often confused. Geographers study the surface of the earth, its landscapes,
characteristics and why they are where they are. Geologists look deeper into the earth than geographers and study its rocks, the inner processes of the earth (such as tectonic plates and volcanoes), and examine periods of Earth's history many millions and even billions of years ago. Undergraduate (faculty or university)
geography education is an important start to becoming a geographer. With a degree in geography, a geography student can start working in different fields. While many students begin their careers after completing undergraduate education, others continue. A master's degree in geography is very useful for a student who
wants to teach at a high school or community college level, be a cartographer or GIS specialist, work in a company or government. A Doctorate in Geography (PhD) is necessary if he wants to become a full professor at the university. Although many phD candidates in geography continue to form consulting firms, they
become administrators in government agencies or at a high level keep up with research positions in corporations or think-tanks. The best source for learning about faculties and universities offering degrees in geography is the annual publication of the Association of American Geographers, a Guide to Programs in
Geography in the United States and Canada. Unfortunately, the job title geographer is not often found in companies or government agencies (with the most important exception of the U.S. Census Bureau). However, a growing number of companies recognise the knowledge that a geographically qualified individual brings
to the table. You will find many geographers working as designers, cartography (cartography), GIS specialists, analyses, scientists, researchers and many other positions. You will also find numerous geographers working as instructors, professors and researchers at schools, colleges and universities. Being able to see
the world geographically is a fundamental skill for everyone. Understanding the connection between and people, geography connects different sciences such as geology, biology and climatology with economics, history and location-based politics. Geographers understand the conflict around the world because so many
factors are involved. The Greek scholar Eratosthenes, who measured the breadth of the earth and was the first to use the word geography, is commonly referred to as the father of geography. Alexander von Humboldt is commonly referred to as the father of modern geography, and William Morris Davis is commonly
referred to as the father of American geography. Geography courses, reading geography and of course exploring this site are great ways to learn. You can increase the geographic literacy of places around the world by getting a good atlas, such as Goode's World Atlas, and use it to find unknown places whenever you
meet them while reading or watching news. Soon you'll know the places well. Reading travelers and history books can also help improve your geographical literacy and understanding of the world – these are some of my favorite things to read. Things are looking for geography! More and more schools in the United
States are offering or requiring geography to be taught at all levels, especially in high school. With the introduction of the advanced layout course of human geography in grammar schools in the school year 2000-2001, the number of geography graduates prepared for the faculty increased, thus increasing the number of
geography students in undergraduate programmes. New geography teachers and professors are needed in all areas of the education system as more students start learning geography. GIS (Geographic Information Systems) has become popular in many different disciplines and not just geography. The career
opportunities of geographers with technical skills, especially in the field of GIS, are excellent and should continue to grow. I get a surprising number of questions to which (1) I can't answer without knowing much more details than the reader offers, (2) the reader can answer as easily as possible, or (3) include a
SmarterTravel.com question and do something we don't do. Here you will find answers to the frequently asked questions. Reading answers before you ask one of these questions will save you time and help you find an answer on your own. Where do we go? I would need a 600-page book or a whole day of discussion to
answer that question in some useful way. To help you at all, first of all, I should know quite a few things about you: what kind of family or group you have, what your interests are, how long you have, what your budget goals or limitations are, whether you want luxury or simplicity, whether you prefer bright lights or solitude,
what kind of activities you prefer, what kind of climate you prefer , whether your grandchildren or your dog will go with you , and on, and on, and on. Surprisingly, some readers who ask where to go don't even say where they live and will start their journey. I can only help you when you submit questions that are more
specific. If you're completely unsure about what you want to do, my best recommendations are that you (1) read a lot of travel publications, (2) sign up on a lot of targeted websites, and (3) find a good travel agent who is qualified to handle issues like this. When are we going to visit? As with the question of where the
question is the best time to visit depends on how you define the best time: lowest prices, minimum crowds, widest range of activities, warmest/coldest/driest/most circular climate, and beyond and on. From a cost standpoint, the answer is almost always in low season, but that may not be what you really want. What are
these spies like? I'm probably getting this more than any other, and it's a little surprising. If you get to AskEd &amp; Answered, you're obviously already on SmarterTravel.com. And right there, on our bright new homepage, top right, is our own fare-search gateway: you can search for airfare, hotel, car hire, vacation, and
cruise prices. If you don't like our search system, there are dozens of others. Don't think we have secret ways to get on plane tickets that aren't available to you; We don't. We have to go through the same kind of investigations as you. And if you're starting a trip in another country, it's best to find a local travel agent in that
country for a discount, online or offline. Can you arrange a trip for me/sell me a ticket? No. SmarterTravel.com does not organise trips or ticket sales. All tickets. If you're only looking for schedule information, scroll to the upper-right Travel Tools section, where one of the options is in the Flight Schedules drop-down menu.



Other options include hotel search and links to providers that sell all kinds of trips. What are the requirements? Quite a few readers are asking about different requirements and restrictions, especially air travel, but also about travel documents. You can answer almost all of these questions by simply googling the question.
Here are the places where you can find some of your most common questions: Airline baggage restrictions: Each airline detailed its luggage policy online. Just check in to the air transport page and find a link to your luggage. If you don't see it in the drop-down menu, go to city search or site map. (By the way, when
you're looking, the official term is luggage, not luggage. Luggage is what you buy in the store; when you put things in them and take it on a trip, it becomes luggage.) Permitted items in luggage: The TSA maintains a list of tasks and is not for items that are being transferred. Passport and visa requirements: Home page of
the State Department travel information has a button for information on foreign travel of U.S. citizens and details of the passport. The information button leads to detailed lists of visa requirements for entry to any country in the world. Is it safe to visit? No one can answer whether you will be safe visiting any foreign country
or anywhere in the United States. However, the State Department is moving extensive data banks on world countries, including warnings about places to avoid and more generally information about what visitors can expect. Click on Travel Alerts from the State Department's travel page for information on hot problems
and Consular Information Sheets for other places. Where am I supposed to complain? Most travel suppliers give us an address on their website, or at least contact us with an address. They're easy to find. And you can forget about making a big fuss by sending a registered, refund certificate or Express Mail to the director
– it will end in the same complaint office. The U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT) further facilitates your airline complaints. Its website lists the current name, snail's mail address, phone and email address for all major U.S. airlines. If you wish, you can file a complaint with the DOT. DoT also provides extensive
information about the rights you have and you do not have as an airline passenger. Passenger.
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